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Xeriscaping: A Common Sense
Solution

Brett G. Woywood
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces, New Mexico 88003

Introduction
In 1981, a radical concept changed the landscape industry.
The idea was developed by a task force made up of mem-
bers from the Denver Water Department, Colorado State
University, and the Associated Landscape Contractors of
Colorado (U.S.A.) (Ellefson, Stephens, and Welsh, 1992).
These individuals were concerned with the amount of wa-
ter applied to public, commercial, and residential landscapes
in the arid western United States. The term "xeriscape" was
born then. Eighteen years later, it has reached maturity.

The word "xeriscape" is derived from the Greek word xeros
which means "dry" and "landscape." The official definition
of xeriscaping is "water conservation through creative land-
scaping" (Ellefson, Stephens, and Welsh, 1992). Other com-
monly used definitions are common sense landscaping and
regionally appropriate landscaping.

The following information is fact -based, nontechnical and
oriented toward residential landscapers. It also contains some
personal opinion, which I have formed over the past ten
years while working on landscapes throughout the United
States. Many details included are specific to New Mexico
and the northern Chihuahuan desert, where I live. This in-
formation can be changed appropriately to apply to other
states, deserts, countries, or climates. The principles can be
implemented in any region, climate, or country by individual
citizens, governments, or researchers.

Xeriscaping is based on seven principles: planning and de-
sign, soil amendment, practical turf areas, appropriate plant
selection, use of mulches, efficient irrigation, and appropri-
ate maintenance. The emphasis of xeriscaping is water con-
servation, not water restriction. Although those of us living
in regions with low precipitation appreciate the reduced water
bills and more ecologically and environmentally sensitive
surroundings which result from properly designed, installed,
and maintained xeriscapes, anyone can apply the seven prin-
ciples to his or her property. In fact, residents of more humid
climates (such as those parts of the eastern U.S.A. where 40
inches of precipitation is the annual average) may dispense
with artificial irrigation entirely. (This exclusion is possible
even in deserts or other regions with arid climates, like New
Mexico.) Two non -desert states that are increasing their com-
mitment to xeriscaping are Florida and New York. I have
written two earlier articles (Woywood, 1995; Woywood,1996)
explaining how xeriscapes can be effective forms of land-
scape design in more humid parts of the U.S.A.

Planning and Design
Begin by taking measurements and drawing a map (to scale)
of the area to be xeriscaped. This map is called a base map.
Note what landscape features exist on your property and
the surrounding area (plants, structures, paving, walls,
fences, existing irrigation, topography, etc.). Consider which
of the landscape elements already on your property you will
want to retain and which you may want to remove. Think
about how your neighbors' landscapes affect your prop-
erty. (Is there a tree that shades part of your yard? Do you
want to screen a view of your property from theirs ?) Ask
yourself - and the others in your household - what features
you would like in your yard and what features you need. (Do
you need a play area for children? Do you want a vegetable
garden? Would you like to set aside a spot for a basketball
hoop ?) Formulate an overall idea of how you want your
xeriscape to feel.

During this preliminary stage, identify "microclimates" - por-
tions of the landscape with different water, temperature, or
light conditions than the rest of the site. For example, the
north or east side of a wall or building tends to be more
shaded and cooler than the south or west side. Hills or rises
usually are drier areas of a landscape than swales or the
bottom of a hill since water flows downhill. Also, consider
whether structures on your property may alter wind patterns.

The planning stage is a good time to discover where your
utilities are located. Water, gas, and sewer lines are always
buried underground. Electricity, telephone, and cable TV
may be buried (as is the case in most parts of New Mexico)
or may extend above ground from utility poles along the
street. Locating utilities is very important; you don't want
to endanger your life by rupturing a utility line while in-
stalling your xeriscape! Your local telephone company should
have a phone number which you can call to request having
your utilities marked. Look in the Directory Services pages
of your phone book for the "Buried Cable Location Ser-
vice." If there already is an irrigation system in place on
your property, this also is the time to locate it. Most likely, it
will need to be modified to better fit your new xeriscape.

Once your base map is drawn, think about how you will
use the area. One way to visualize your needs is by drawing
a "bubble" diagram. Place a sheet of tracing paper over
your base map and then draw ovals or circles, representing
various activities or land uses, on the tracing paper (or on
an extra copy of your base map). For example, bubbles may
represent a play area, a patio or deck, a vegetable garden
and compost heap, paths, privacy screens, etc. Play around
with your wishes and the possible arrangements on differ-
ent pieces of tracing paper or copies of your base map. This
process helps you clarify your ideas and arrange them in a
way that best suits your needs.

A special feature of xeriscape designs is the grouping of
plants with similar water needs into high, medium, or low
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water use zones. This practice improves irrigation efficiency
and lessens the chance of over- or under -watering some
plants. High water use zones are characterized by plants
that require regular, frequent irrigation to look their best.
(Most commonly planted turfgrass species are high water
users.) Low water use zones contain plants that require in-
frequent or no irrigation once established. Medium water
use zones are a transitional area, with an irrigation schedule
somewhere in between the higher and lower zones.

It is recommended that the high water use zone be located
adjacent to the primary building on the property because
shade from trees and transpiration from plants in this zone
will help cool the building in the summer. This zone is also
the most visible from inside the building. Medium and low
water zones are situated progressively farther from the struc-
ture. To conserve water, the high water use zone should be
smaller than the medium and low water use zones. Plant se-
lection for each zone depends on the annual precipitation in
your area and the relative water usage of each species. When
classifying plants by their water needs, also keep in mind
"when" a particular plant needs the most water; you can
subdivide the water use zones by season. Spring- flowering
bulbs, for example, use the most water in late winter or early
spring, but Chrysanthemums use more water in the summer
and autumn. Separating plants in this manner during the
design process will keep you from applying too much water
to a given species at the wrong time of year, once your
xeriscape is in place.

The landscape elements you included in the bubble dia-
gram can now be graphed onto the base map. Start by plot-
ting the hardscape (the non -plant elements, such as a patio
or deck, walkways, benches, walls or fences, etc.). Next, draw
in the plants you have selected (after zoning them by water
use and after reading the "Appropriate Plant Selection" in-
structions below, of course!). An irrigation plan may be drawn
on the same map as the planting plan or on another copy of
the base map. Finally, consider where your utilities and irri-
gation lines are located before you place a landscape ele-
ment on your base map, and again before you dig!

When making final plant choices and detailing hardscape
elements, consider the cost. Few people have a limitless
budget. Two ways to save money are by substituting less
expensive hardscape materials or plant species for more
costly ones or by installing smaller plants, such as a one or
five gallon specimen instead of a ten or fifteen gallon size.
A commonly recommended idea is to separate the land-
scape installation into stages, with the larger or more urgent
landscape elements installed first and smaller or less important
elements later. For example, trees, irrigation, and retaining walls
could be installed first since the rest of the landscape fits around
them. When your budget allows, continue by installing paving,
shrubs, and planting beds. Using this technique, each stage
can be completed as the budget allows.

Careful consideration during the planning and design stage
lessens your chance of straying from your water- conserva-
tion goal. It also keeps you on budget. If you have a defi-
nite list of plants and materials, you are less likely to fall
prey to the "Oh, that looks nice," syndrome at the garden
center and to end up with many plants which you hadn't
intended to buy and which may not fit in with your plans.

Soil Amendment
To determine the type and quality of soil on your property,
take a soil sample. Soil conditions vary from site to site, even
within a site as small as a residential lot. A soil analysis
provides information on average nutrient levels and soil tex-
ture which may affect plant selection, as well as indicating
necessary soil amendments. Soil samples are tested through
the Cooperative Extension Service and are available in every
county of every state.

The materials needed to sample your soil are simple: a spade,
a plastic bucket (wood or metal buckets should not be used
because they may cause erroneous readings of your sample),
and a sample box and information sheet (available from your
county extension agent). Now, select where you will sample.
Choose areas of your property that appear "typical," i.e.
that do not appear to differ from other sites on your land. On
small properties, such as residential lots, choose at least five
different sampling sites. On larger properties (up to 40 acres),
choose up to 15 sampling sites. At each sampling site, take
a slice of soil six inches deep and about '/2 inch thick. Re-
move any organic matter (grass, leaves, compost, etc.) from
the top of the sample and put the soil from the spade into the
bucket. Repeat this step at your other sampling sites. Mix
the samples together thoroughly, and spread the soil out to
dry on a newspaper, trying to break up any clods. As the soil
dries, complete the information sheet that came with the
sample box. Place the dried soil, the information sheet, and the
sampling fee into the sample box. Mail or hand -carry the box to
your county agent.

One result of the soil analysis is the soil texture. Texture
refers to the percentages of sand (large), silt (medium), and
clay (small) particles of a soil. Soils with a high percentage
of sand tend to drain quickly and have low water retention.
Soils with a high percentage of clay particles are just the
opposite; they drain slowly and retain more water. Silty
soils are more moderate in terms of water retention and
drainage. In New Mexico, clay soils are found most often
in river valleys (such as along the Rio Grande). Sandy soils
occur most often at higher elevations; in fact, soils in the
foothills tend to be gravel -like!

Most plants appreciate good drainage. Although plants use
carbon dioxide to produce oxygen, they also require oxy-
gen to live. This oxygen is absorbed by the roots. Too much
water in the soil will reduce oxygen available to plant roots
and encourage disordérs for many species. Most species
prefer soils that drain well yet have good water retention
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capabilities (admittedly, it sounds contradictory). Plant spe-
cies naturally occurring in swamps, in bogs, or along riv-
ers tolerate soils that drain slowly; upland plants tend to be
found in soils that drain quickly and will suffer if they are
planted in slowly draining soils. When designing your
xeriscape, try to select species that will tolerate the soil
texture on your property. It is expensive to change the soil
texture on your property to any great degree, so my advice
is to choose plants that will tolerate your soil, instead of
forcing a plant to grow in suboptimal conditions.

In New Mexico, most soils are alkaline, which means they
have a high pH (usually between 7.5 and 8.0). This is be-
cause the low amount of annual precipitation we receive is
not enough to leach calcium, magnesium, sodium, and simi-
lar minerals below the root zone. These three elements are
more strongly attracted to soil particles than the elements
aluminum and hydrogen, which would cause soils to be
more acidic (have a lower pH). At higher elevations in New
Mexico, where annual precipitation rates are greater than
at lower elevations, or in other parts of the U.S.A., the pH
may be lower.

High pH has significant effects for plants. Minerals such
as iron, zinc, phosphorous, manganese, and copper are less
available for plant uptake at the pH levels usually found in
New Mexico. Iron or zinc deficiencies are common. To rem-
edy these deficiencies, micronutrient fertilizers are recom-
mended. These fertilizers are applied as foliar sprays or as
granules mixed into the soil. Look for fertilizers with che-
lated iron or iron sulfate. Chelated iron is designed to be
absorbed by roots before the soil particles can bind it, but it
tends to be expensive. Iron sulfate is less expensive and
just as effective. Also, sulfur has been shown to have tem-
porary acidifying effects in high pH soils. Zinc is quickly
bound by the soil, so granular applications of this element
are not recommended. Instead, use foliar sprays, as do many
pecan growers in New Mexico's Mesilla Valley. Foliar ap-
plications must be repeated throughout the growing sea-
son, but this repeated cost is offset by the comparatively
rapid uptake by the leaves (instead of the longer journey
from the roots through the stem and branches to the leaves)
and the relative ineffectiveness of soil applications of zinc.
To supply several micronutrients at once, try using a fertil-
izer with a sewage sludge base.

It is possible but not feasible to reduce a soil's pH in New
Mexico. Calcium causes New Mexican soils to have high
buffering capacities, which means that attempts to make
the soil more acidic for a reasonable length of time will be
neutralized. You can lower the pH for a short time in a
small area, but, as with the texture, it is better to live with
the pH you have and to grow plants that tolerate that pH.
(In other words, Rhododendrons and Azaleas are out!)

By now, you're probably wondering why soil amendment
is a xeriscape principle even though pH and texture are

difficult to change. There is one way of amending soil that
is effective, no matter what the pH or texture is. Adding
organic matter improves soil texture and water and nutri-
ent- holding capacities, leading to improved plant vigor and
health. Organic matter loosens clay soils, binds sandy soils,
provides binding sites for nutrients, and contains many mi-
cronutrients. Most New Mexico soils have very low organic
matter levels because organic matter is quickly decomposed;
the nutrients are too valuable for the ecosystem to be left
on top of the ground! Organic matter you add to your own
-soil will also decompose somewhat rapidly, but it is effective
for longer periods than other amendments and is less expen-
sive (especially if you have your own compost heap). Or-
ganic matter is a must for most planting situations.

Practical Turf Areas
Contrary to popular belief, xeriscapes do not prohibit
turfgrasses. However, turf in xeriscapes is limited to areas
where it can provide a functional (instead of purely aes-
thetic) benefit. For example, in addition to looking nice, a
practical turf area for a residential lot has multiple uses,
such as a play area and outdoor living space. There are
many other groundcovers (plants or mulches) that are at-
tractive alternatives to turf, and many groundcover plants
use less water than common turfgrass species!

Besides having a purpose, practical turf areas are easy to
mow. Lawns should be accessible, and odd shapes or nar-
row strips and turf growing against tree trunks or under
shrubs should be avoided during the design process. The
first consideration is access. It should not take great effort
to push the lawn mower from its storage area to where it will
be used. A lawn abutting a driveway, sidewalk, or path is an
example of easily accessed turf; an island of grass surrounded
by gravel or rocks is difficult to reach with a mower. Don't
ever put yourself in a situation where you would have to lift
the mower to the top of a retaining wall to cut the grass!
Second, the mower should be accommodated by the shape
of the lawn. Extremely curved borders ( "snakes ") make steer-
ing difficult, and narrow strips (like skinny triangles of lawn
formed by the convergence of two nearby planting beds)
mean that your mower will have to pass over an adjacent
surface while cutting that patch of grass. By doing this, you
risk damaging your prize dahlia bed or picking up stones
from a gravel path and chucking them randomly at high ve-
locity. Third, steep slopes increase both the difficulty of
mowing and the possibility of personal injury while mowing.
Select other groundcovers for hills on your property. One
more consideration is the separation of turf from other plant
types. Trees and shrubs make mowing more difficult, and
are more susceptible to damage from the lawn mower, string
trimmer ( "weed whacker "), or other lawn maintenance tools.
If you have to use anything besides a lawn mower when you
cut the grass,, there is a more practical way to do it.

Practical turf areas are easy to irrigate. This condition ech-
oes the qualities of a turf area that is easy to mow: no odd
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shapes or narrow strips, no other plants in the turf, and no
turf on steep slopes. Sprinkler heads provide better cover -
age and can be adjusted effectively in lawns with uniform
borders. That doesn't mean that you're limited to planting
turf in the shape of a square; it is just a reminder to keep your
edges from being convoluted and causing water to be
sprayed on something besides the turf. Trees and shrubs
often block the spray from sprinkler heads. Additionally,
they send their roots deeper into the soil, so they will need
water applied more deeply than the amount that satisfies
turf. Keep the trees and shrubs separate, so they can be in
their own irrigation zone. Finally, water runs off steep slopes
easily; chances are that you'll end up wasting water because it
can't penetrate the soil quickly enough on a steep slope.

Appropriate Plant Selection
Plants native to your region are the most suitable species
for your xeriscape. However, many plants, both native and
exotic, can be used. The key is to choose the right species
for the right location, according to aesthetics, light needs,
water use, and other cultural conditions.

First, what do you want the plant to do for your landscape?
Do you want a tree to shade the house, a shrub to screen
your view of the neighbors' garage, or a perennial bed to
provide colorful flowers throughout the growing season?
What color flowers or leaves do you want? Do you want
deciduous or evergreen? How big will the plant get? What-
ever you want, chances are that there is a plant that will
fulfill your need.

Second, think about what the plant needs. Does it prefer
shade, part shade, or full sun (and is that full sun at lower
elevations or full sun in New Mexico!)? How much water,
space, or fertilizer does it need? Most plant books have just
enough description to give you an idea of whether or not a
given plant will be suitable for your xeriscape. A little more
research will tell you in what part of the world and what ecosys-
tem the species originated. From this information, you can get a
pretty clear understanding of the plant's cultural needs.

Third, always remember to put the right plant in the right
place. One of the most common landscaping mistakes is
planting a cute little shrub in a five gallon pot that turns
into a monster which devours your front entry. Always con-
sider the mature size of the plant. If a tree is going to grow
through your power lines (and it will), that's not the right
space for that tree. (Some references say it's okay to plant
small trees under power lines, but I don't believe that un-
der power lines - or between the sidewalk and the street, for
that matter - is an appropriate location for any tree.) If you
have to cut back a shrub so you can see out your windows
or so you don't crowd anyone off the sidewalk, that's not
the right space for that shrub.

Notice that, in the previous sentence, I used the words "cut
back" instead of "prune." Pruning is the selective removal

of living or dead plant parts to enhance the health, safety,
or appearance of a plant. Pruning is not a method to make
a large plant "fit" into a small space. A shrub that matures
at a height of 10 - 15 feet is not an appropriate choice to
put in front of a window that's just four feet off the ground.
No matter how many times you cut back the shrub, it will
keep growing. For the sake of the plant - and to minimize the
time you spend working outside - choose the right plant for
the right place.

Use of Mulches
Mulches reduce evaporation of water from the soil, retard
weeds, reduce erosion, and, if made of organic materials,
provide nutrients through decomposition. Mulching also
is an alternative to planting grass under trees and shrubs.
Mulches can be inorganic, like stone and decomposed rock,
or organic, like tree bark, pine needles, and grass clippings.
Your choice of mulch will depend on the appearance you
want, your preference of materials, and the availability and
cost of those materials. Generally, stone costs more than
organic mulches, but stone won't decompose. Wood chips
are less expensive than rock, but they will decompose and
need replacing every few years. Depending on where you
live, you might even be able to collect materials such as
wood chips, pine needles, or straw for free. If you don't
leave the clippings on your lawn when you mow, they can
be used as a mulch, too!

Many mulches are placed directly on the soil; a depth of
four inches is recommended for maximum weed control.
Weed seeds that germinate below a four inch layer of mulch
generally won't survive to reach the surface, and seeds that
germinate on top of the mulch usually can't root into the
soil beneath, but there are exceptions. Over time, windblown
soil accumulates in inorganic mulch layers, providing a po-
tential rooting medium for weed seeds, so the four inch layer
is not entirely foolproof. Organic mulches decompose, so
they should be refreshed periodically to maintain a four inch
depth. A weed barrier underneath mulches complements their
effectiveness and reduces the depth of mulch needed (to
two inches or less, depending on the material). Weed barri-
ers commonly are laid beneath stone or gravel mulches be-
cause these materials are so expensive. Landscape fabric, a
porous weed barrier, is highly recommended; it allows water
and air to penetrate the soil. Weed barriers made of plastic
sheeting are undesirable because they prevent water and
oxygen from reaching the roots. (Kudos to the city of Santa
Fe, NM for passing an ordinance banning the use of plastic
weed barriers in any landscaping project within the city limits.)

Efficient Irrigation
Irrigation methods should be appropriate to plant type. For
small lawns, pop -up spray heads provide adequate cover-
age, but rotor -type sprinkler heads are better for watering
large turf areas. Low -pressure drip emitters should be used
to irrigate trees and shrubs. These emitters place water right
at the root zone, where the plants need it, not on the leaves,
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where it simply will evaporate or encourage disease. Bub-
blers are better for groundcovers or flowerbeds, where drip
systems may not cover the planting bed completely. In gen-
eral, the closer to the ground the water is applied, the less
is lost to evaporation.

Properly locating and adjusting sprinklers and emitters can
reduce waste and subsequently lower your water bill. Much
water waste can be avoided by inspecting your irrigation
system as it runs and correcting poor alignments. If you see
any sprinklers or emitters applying water to the sidewalks,
the street, or the walls of your house, adjust them. Maybe
there's even a broken head that you never noticed before
because you're in bed while your sprinklers operate. Fixing
problems and eliminating the runoff on paved surfaces im-
proves irrigation efficiency. Selecting high -quality, modern
equipment is another good way to ensure efficiency. Over
the years, the irrigation industry has greatly improved the
water use efficiency and application efficiency of the equip-
ment produced. This benefits you, the homeowner, by sav-
ing you money. If you are installing a new landscape, select
the best (not necessarily the most expensive) system for
your needs. If you already have an irrigation system, you may
need to upgrade to make your system more water use efficient.

Efficiency can also be increased by adjusting application
duration, frequency, and quantity, according to turf species
requirements, climatic fluctuations, and soil infiltration rates.
Adjustments are controlled easily by programmable, auto-
matic timers. Timers save labor and contribute to water con-
servation. Keep in mind that temperatures, wind, precipita-
tion, and sunlight change throughout the year. Potential
evapotranspiration (PET) is an estimate of the water used by
a turf plot over a given period of time. The type of grass
(warm season or cool season) affects how often you need to
irrigate and how much water you should apply. Frequently
adjusting your timer to compensate for PET is the best way
to maintain turf health and prevent over irrigation. The more
often you tune your irrigation system, the greater its effi-
ciency. Changing your system daily or even weekly, accord-
ing to PET, is inconvenient, even for people with automatic
timers, but making adjustments often is better than applying
water for a single duration throughout the growing season. To
compromise, make monthly adjustments to your timer.

Once you have adjusted your sprinklers to spray only on
the lawn, make sure the water gets into the soil. This may
sound elementary, but it does require some thought. First,
avoid sprinkling when it is hot or windy, conditions which
encourage evaporation. Frequently, this means irrigating
before the sun rises. In New Mexico, scheduling irrigation
for the early morning, between 2 a.m. and 7 a.m., will reduce
evaporative water loss. (For residents of cooler or wetter
climates, delaying this time frame by one or two hours less-
ens the incidence of diseases that are encouraged by keep-
ing turf wet at night.) Second, make sure the water doesn't
just run off once it hits the ground. Check this while you

monitor your sprinkler heads for necessary adjustments (as
described above). As I said earlier, water will tend to run off
steep slopes before it can penetrate the soil (even for many
sandy soils). Also, it takes water longer to infiltrate clay or
compacted soils than it does sandy or loose soils. Both of
these concerns can be taken into account when setting your
sprinkler timer. In these conditions, allow some time for the
water to infiltrate. This is accomplished by setting your timer
to irrigate for a short period of time followed by an interval to
allow water to seep into the ground, and then more alternate
periods of irrigating and waiting. For example, instead of
watering for 30 minutes and causing your clay yard to re-
semble a pond, water for ten minutes, allow five to ten min-
utes for infiltration, water another ten minutes, wait again,
and water the last ten minutes. You're still applying the same
amount of water for the same duration, but you are improv-
ing water infiltration by compensating for your soil conditions.

Appropriate Maintenance
Correct maintenance techniques preserve the aesthetic
qualities of individual plants and the landscape as a
whole. In addition, monitoring pests and keeping plants
properly pruned and fertilized allows them to follow their
natural growth patterns without stressing them in ways
which may increase water use.

Plants are stressed by insects and diseases, so eliminat-
ing pathogens will lead to healthier plants. (On the other
hand, some insects are attracted to already- stressed
plants, so you should also consider what may be wrong
with your irrigation, fertilization, or soil before you try to
eliminate the insects.) Integrated pest management (I.P.M.)
is a plant care system that emphasizes a variety of pest
control techniques.

Pruning improperly or pruning at the wrong time of year
can stress plants. Dead or diseased branches can be re-
moved at any time of the year. A rule of thumb for other
types of pruning is to prune shortly after the plant is
done flowering or in winter, when the plant is at its most
dormant state. Avoid pruning in the spring or autumn,
when sap is flowing most actively. When you do prune,
follow the proper techniques. (Many sources explaining
proper pruning methods are available on the internet or in
bookstores.) Here's a short list of what not to do: don't
leave a stub, don't cut flush with the trunk, and don't use
wound paint.

Fertilizing in the wrong season stresses plants. For ex-
ample, if you fertilize a cool season grass (Kentucky Blue-
grass or Tall Fescue) in June, you will encourage it to
grow in the heat of the summer, when it would prefer to be
dormant; this weakens the turf and increases its need for
water. Fertilizing a warm season Bermudagrass just be-
fore winter will cause a similar problem. Avoid fertilizing
trees and shrubs after early July (early August in regions
with longer growing seasons or warmer winters). Late
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applications of fertilizer foster succulent growth that is
more susceptible to frost or freeze damage later in the year.

Maintaining overall plant health is one of the best things
you can do for your xeriscape. When plants are healthy,
they use water more efficiently, and they look better. One
benefits your bank account, and the other benefits the
aesthetics of your property. Both benefit your state of mind.
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Nerium oleander and Nandina domestica
reach mature sizes that are not appropri-
ate for planting in front of windows. In
this case, they have been pruned improp-
erly. Smaller shrubs or herbaceous peren-
nials would be more suitable for this area.
(photo BW)

Nandina domestica planted in front of a
window and Nerium oleander planted too
close to the building. To the right, the Eu-
onymus japonica hedge is overgrowing
the gas meter. (photo BW)

Cupressus sempervirens visually over-
powering the one -story buildings by
which they were planted. (photo BW)
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